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Abstract—Cone inertial crushers are dynamical
machine operating with centrifugal vibrator acting over
the crushing cones of the crusher, typically operating
with strong brittle materials, with wide adjusting
possibilities of working regimes which gave broad
particle sizes, forms and productivity. The aim of this
paper is to look inside the crushing chamber and
examines the inner relations of cone geometry
parameters, inertia parameters, force, kinematic and
dynamic relations in theoretical review compared with
real limitations of machine parameters taken from
experimental research. The presented investigation
develops the comprehension of significance and
importance in difference valuation of inner cone
precession speed and angular speed of provoking
body centrifugal vibrator.
Keywords—Cone Inertial Crusher; Kinematic
and Dynamic relations; Inner Cone; Precession
Speed; Angular Speed; Centrifugal Vibrator
I.

INTRODUCTION

Cone inertial crushers (KID) are dynamical machine
operating with centrifugal vibrator acting over the
crushing cones of the crusher. As it is accepted from
their principle of operation, they can operate with
strong brittle materials, and it is possible to adjust the
working regimes in terms of regulation the centrifugal
force and discharging hole, which will lead to different
size of product and different productivity.
The aim of this paper is to jump inside the crushing
chamber and examines the inner relations of cone
geometry parameters, inertia parameters, kinematic
and dynamic relations. Theoretical investigations in
closed crushing chamber always faces at some
obstacles, so there are presented the idealizations,
approximations and some assumptions helping that
research.
Regarding previous researchers [1, 2, 3, 6] the
presented investigation develop the comprehension of
significance and importance in difference valuation of
inner cone precession speed and angular speed of
provoking body - centrifugal vibrator.
The schematically setup of machine is described
via Fig. 1, where the inner cone (1) is supported with
spherical bearing (4) over the outer cone – housing
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(2). The centrifugal vibrator (3) is supported with
cylindrical bearing (5) over the inner cone shaft. Static
discharge hole output is mentioned with b (mm) and
resulting dynamical movement of the cone is shown
with S0 (mm). Crushing chamber is formed between
the outer cone (2) and inner cone (1). Supports of the
outer cone are presented with spring elements (6).
II. METHODOLOGY
FORCE

FOR

DETERMINING

CURSHING

Spatial dynamics of 3D bodies with acting over
them dynamical forces is quite a complicated problem,
so with an acceptance of some engineering mistake it
is possible to assume some idealizations of theoretical
calculation for crushing force of examined cone inertial
crusher. The idealizations that are used in presented
paper follows:
 Full symmetric relationship between horizontal
inertia axis of the machine, that allow to examine
planar force and movement layout.
 Small resulting displacement gave possibility to
accept that arcs of movement can be accepted as line
segments.
 Small resulting displacements gave possibility
to accept that components of movement, movement
speed and angular speed in direction that is not
coincident with main rotation and precession axis are
neglectible.
 Direction of the equivalent crushing force is
perpendicular to the crushing surface (as it is similar to
classical cone crusher [4]).
The planar layout of forces acting over the inner
cone [5] is presented in Fig. 1. The total crushing force
in inertial crusher is sum of centrifugal forces
developed by unbalance centrifugal vibrator Fucv (N)
and inner cone Fic (N). The first approximation in
calculation process is neglecting the components of
transverse movement cone precession so that is
possible to calculate centrifugal forces by classical
formula:
(1)
As follows that simplification the oscillations of the
inner cone could be represented by its precession
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movement around the spherical bearing center. It is
possible to describe with acceptance of [4], centrifugal
force generated by the oscillating motion of the inner
cone:
(2)
and the centrifugal force generated by the rotation of
the unbalance vibrator:

(3)
where: mic (kg) – inner cone mass; mcv (kg) –
centrifugal vibrator mass; e1 (m) – eccentricity
(distance) from precession axis of inner cone to its
mass center; e (m) – eccentricity (distance) from
rotation axis of centrifugal vibrator to its mass center;
ωicp (rad/s) – angular speed of inner cone precession;
ωcv (rad/s) – angular speed of centrifugal vibrator.

Fig. 1. Force and speed layout of the inner cone.

According to [1, 2] resulting crushing force, render
the fact the crusher is mounted on elastic elements
can be determined with accounting force transfer
loosing [1, 2]. Hence vic and vucv are force transfer
loosing coefficients rendering that there is no ideal way
to transmit force from one body to another. Valuable it
is equal to one (100 %) for absolutely stationary
housing (outer cone) or it is less than one (100 %) in
housing mounted on the elastic elements, so they can
be calculated as:

(4)

(5)
2

where: Icr, Ih, Iic (kg.m ) – central inertia moments of the
crusher, the housing and the inner cone; Scr, Sh, Sic
(kg.m) – central mass static moments of the crusher,
the housing and the inner cone; mcr (kg) – crusher
mass; l (m) – distance between spherical bearing
center and rotation plane of vibrator mass center.
Crushing force can be calculated as follows with
accounting the distances and their change from
application points of the forces generated by

unbalance vibrator and inner cone, to the center of the
spherical bearing, ignoring the angle of precession
small components of the total crushing force:

(6)
where: l1 (m) – X distance between crushing force
application point and center of spherical bearing; l2 (m)
– Z distance between crushing force application point
and center of spherical bearing; l3 (m) – Z distance
between inner cone force (mass center of inner cone)
and center of spherical bearing; l4 (m) – distance
between center of spherical bearing and edge of outer
cone and component forces F’ic (N) and F’ucv (N) are
described below.
Distances changes come in calculation due to
crushing chamber area and volume change depending
to the static discharge hole adjustment which results
are shown in table 2 It is used the dependence of
curvilinear polygon area formed by the sides of the
cones (application point is the center of gravity of the
geometrical shape of the diagram of the distributed
loads along the lining of the inner cone (rectangular
trapezoid with curved thigh) as follows:
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Radius of spherical movement of outer projection
point, a distance between p.О to p.4o is:
(7)
The distances l1 (m) and l2 (m) dependences are
represented as:

(15)

(8)

Those data and these geometrical dependencies
form the minimum necessity parameters used in
calculation of the inner cone precession angle as:

Hence the description of geometrical connections in
the crushing chamber is represented in the
subsequent equations with acceptance of idealizations
and dimensions shown on Fig. 1, as follows: R0 (m) –
cone radius at horizontal plane section at center of
spherical movement p.O; D (m) – cone diameter at
horizontal plane section at discharge point p.4 (p.4i is
a projection of discharge (plane) line over a inner cone
and p.4o is a projection of discharge (plane) line over
an outer cone); γ (rad) – cone generant (side) angle; γi
(rad) – angle between inner generant line O4i and
horizontal axis; γo (rad) – angle between outer
generant line O4o and horizontal axis.

(16)
The crusher dynamical discharge value is:

(17)
The eccentricity value of inner cone movement is
limited by the cone sides touching so it’s maximal
value e1max (m) means that dynamical discharge h (m)
is zero. The formulation of inner cone eccentricity is:

Horizontal projection (hypotenuse) of crusher static
discharge is:
(18)
(9)
Radius from outer cone axis to inner projection p.4i
is:

(10)
Radius from outer cone axis to outer projection p.4o

The connection between geometrical parameters of
machine and technological parameters came through
the connection of dynamical discharge hole h (m)
average value
(m). With some assumptions and
probabilities analysis the particle output from discharge
hole can be averaged as particle size mean diameter,
so:

is:

(19)
This will allow expressing the averaged dynamical
movement of inner cone as:

(20)

(11)
III. FORCE CREATION AND DEPENDENCIES

Inner generant angle is:

(12)
Outer generant angle is:

(13)
Radius of spherical movement of inner projection
point, a distance between p.О to p.4i is:

Force dependencies and relationships between
those created from inner cone and unbalanced vibrator
study and their sum in the total crushing force. The
upper equations and some geometry information taken
from 3D CAD model are numerically represented in
table 1. Some constructive geometrical parameters are
respectively: γ=40 deg; D=0.3 m; l=0.374 m and
l3=0.162 m. The coordinates of the application point of
the resultant crushing force (distances l1 (m) and l2
(m)) and e1 (m) are dependent on the static discharge
opening width b (m). The eccentricity value e (m) is
determined by the size of the mass moment of static
unbalance vibrator (his degree). Based on the above
of (4) and (5) are defined the coefficients vucv=0.982
and vic=0.977.
Forces generated by unbalance vibrator and inner
cone can be determined from the following equations:

(14)
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Scv = 0,09441 kg.m (the 1st degree)

F'ic,%, %
55

(21)

50
45
40

(22)
The angular velocity of the unbalance vibrator ωcv
(rad/s) is determined by the gear ratio of the V-belt
transmission and the rotation frequency of the drive
motor. Due to the lack of rigid kinematic connection
between the drive system and the inner cone the
frequency of precession of the inner cone ωicp (rad/s)
is quite complicated to be determined theoretically.
According to previous researchers [1, 2, 3]
frequency of precession (oscillation) of the inner cone
is 30 to 100 times lower than the frequency of rotation
of the unbalance vibrator based on the size and the
settings of the machine and depending on the
condition and the physical and mechanical
characteristics of crushed material. On this basis it is
introduced a coefficient of proportionality:
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Fig. 2. F’ic,%=f(kp) at b=4, 6 and 8 mm and a minimum degree of
unbalance vibrator.
F'ic,%, %
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Scv = 0,9214 kg.m (10th degree)
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(23)
and it is obtained:

7
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5
4
3

(24)
The variables values in (21), (22) and (24) are
determined through CAD model and some
calculations, so the results are represented in table 2
for a particular value for kp=30. Therefore the force
values developed by the unbalance vibrator are
calculated in various settings of the crusher.
In (24) all parameters are determined numerically
with the exception of the proportionality factor kp. The
magnitude of the force generated by the inner cone
can be determined only with known value or functional
dependence of the proportionality factor kp. In order to
study what part (share) of the total force of crushing is
the force generated by the inner cone (when the
machine operating with different settings and with
different values of kp), the forces generated by
unbalance vibrator and the inner cone are presented
as a relative force, using the following equations:

(25)
Results for the value of the force generated by the
inner cone are presented in table 3, as a percentage of
the total crushing force, obtained in different settings of
the crusher and a variable coefficient of proportionality
kp in the range 1÷100.
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Fig. 3. F’ic,%=f(kp) at b=4, 6 and 8 mm and an average degree of
unbalance vibrator.
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Fig. 4. F’ic,%=f(kp) at b=4, 6 and 8 mm and a maximum degree of
unbalance vibrator.

Based on the results obtained are presented few
graphical (Fig. 2, 3 and 4) dependencies of the
partition of the inner cone force (in relative units)
dependence to the coefficient of proportionality,
respectively, in different static discharge opening width
b=4, 6 and 8 mm and at a minimum (the 1st) average
(10th) and maximum (19th) degree of unbalance
vibrator.
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Fic II

Variation range F' ic,% depending on the S cv and b
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Fig. 5. The range of variation of the share of force generated by
the inner cone presented in relative units (in percent of the total
force of crushing.

Figure 5 presents the range of variation in the
share of force generated by the inner cone, as a
percentage of the total force of crushing, depending on
the mass static moment of unbalance vibrator and the
static discharge opening width.
Equations 21, 22 and 24 gave a complicated
dependence clearly presented in graph results shown
in Fig. 2, 3, 4 and 5. Hence it is done a few
mathematical preparations and simplification, as it is
expressed in following steps the equation for relative
inner cone force:

0.10

Fig. 6. Relative inner cone force (green, blue) and its derivative
function (magenta, pink) from kp value. Grid line show 2 % limit. Blue
line shows relative inner cone force for maximal value of e1 (m) and green
line for its minimal value.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
Results from calculation and represented diagrams
shown in Fig. 2, 3 and 4 for the proportion of inner
cone force, as a percentage to total crushing force
increases in the following cases:
 When reducing the value of the proportionality
factor.
 When reducing of degree of the unbalance
vibrator.
 When increasing the static discharge opening
width.

(26)
It was explained that there is a complicated
functional connection between e1 (m) and l3 (m) and
geometrical parameter b (m), dynamical Fcr (N) and
technological parameters S0 (m), so there is a
variables split shown in (26). After an application of
(18) in (26), it is obtained:

(27)
Those relations are represented Fig. 6, with a
certain acceptance that less 2 % influence of inner
cone force over centrifugal vibrator force is
insignificant and possible to be neglected. Comparison
between this functional research (Fig. 6 and (26), (27),
(28)) and calculation (Fig. 2, 3, 4, 5, table 2 and (21),
(22), (24), (25)) is quite similar.
The derivative function used for investigation of
relative inner cone force sensibility to geometry,
dynamic and technological parameters and it is
calculated as:

From Fig. 2 it is seen that the inner cone force up to
a maximum of 55 % in the static discharge opening
width b=8 mm and kp=1 at the theoretical formulation
of equality by the vibrator angular speed and angular
speed of cone precession. The kinematics scheme of
any real construction of cone inertial crusher,
especially type KID, can not provide such a
coincidence of those two parameters. From Fig. 5 it is
seen that regardless of the settings of the crusher
when a coefficient of proportionality is greater than 8,
the share of the inner cone force is less than 1.9 % of
the total force of crushing, and for the range in which a
crusher works (kp≥30) the share of the force generated
by the inner cone is below 0.14 % of the total force of
crushing.
An analytical study shows that the force generated
by the inner cone is not a significant factor at crushing
of the material in cone inertial crushers type KID-300.
Due to the negligible amount of force (compared to a
total force of crushing) it can be ignored for various
idealizations in the dynamic modeling. The factor
which determined the crushing process is the force
generated by the unbalance vibrator. The sensitivity of
centrifugal vibrator force to the inner cone force is non
significant (less than 2 %) in applications with kp>2,2.
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APPENDIX
TABLE I. INERTIAL PARAMETERS OF KID-300 AND ITS NODES

TABLE II. THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS KP=30
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TABLE III. FORCE GENERATED BY THE INNER CONE
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